
The Story of an Hour  
By Kate Chopin 

 
1. How are men and women different? (Or are they different?) 

 

2. Is it harder to be a man, or a woman, in America today? Why? 

 

3. Are there situations in life that only women can understand, because they are women? Are there situations in 

life that only men can understand because they are men? Is there a unique female (or male) perspective on 

the world? 

 

 

4. Psychological realism: 

a. In realism the author tries to accurately describe the details of the physical environment.  

In psychological realism the author tries to accurately describe the details of  

 

____________________________________ . 

b. Realism is a sort of experiment. The author puts characters into an extraordinary environment to see 

how they will respond.  

Psychological realism is a sort experiment. The author puts characters into  

 

__________________________________________ . 

c. In realism (naturalism especially) the lesson often is that in dealing with the harsh environment we 

are instinctual and need to follow those instincts to survive.  

 

In psychological realism the lesson often is ___________________________________ 

 

5. What is ironic about the ending of the story? 

 

 

6. In “The Story of an Hour,” what is “the experiment” the author seems to be conducting? (Start your response 

with: “Kate Chopin seems to be trying to test how/what/if……..…......”) 

 

 

7. What are the results of that experiment? (Start your response with, “In this experiment Kate Chopin seems to 

prove/show …………..”) 

 

 

8. Is it a valid experiment? Why or why not? In other words, do you believe that the subject, Louise Mallard) 

would really behave the way she behaves? 

 

 

9. Could the male-female character roles be reversed in this story? Could they be reversed in another setting? 

Why or why not?  

 

 

10. How is “The Story of an Hour” romantic? 

 

 

11. How is it not romantic? 

 

  

12. Write a theme statement for this story. 

 

 



A Pair of Silk Stockings (Kate Chopin) 
 

1. You have found a $100 on the ground.  While you truly would like to find the owner, there is no possible 

way to do so. (Okay, you turn it into the police. No one shows up to claim it. You get to keep it.) List five 

things you might do with the money, in order of likelihood of actually happening.  

 

 

2. Agree or disagree? Why? It is all right for a mother (father, other adult) to pamper and indulge herself every 

once in awhile, even if the kids and family have to be neglected just a bit. Explain. 

 

 

3. Agree or disagree? Why?  Having a taste of “the good life” is dangerous! It can leave us dissatisfied and 

wanting what we can’t have. Again, explain. 

 

 

4. Agree or disagree? Why? Having too much leisure time is dangerous! This gives us opportunities to 

romanticize (unhealthily) about a life that isn’t ours. 

 

In order to understand, “A Pair of Silk Stockings” you must understand the value judgments (or lack of value 

judgments) the author places on aspects of Mrs. Sommers’ world. A value judgment is a judgment that the 

author makes about a character’s possessions or actions. Value judgments assess rightness/goodness of actions 

or aspects of a story. For example, consider “The Story of an Hour.” Kate Chopin is careful to stay neutral in her 

value judgment of Louise Mallard’s marriage. The good and the bad of her marriage are almost perfectly 

balanced out. Louise Mallard does not feel the way she does because she has a bad marriage. The value judgment 

of her marriage is neutral. It is neither especially good, nor especially bad. 

 

5. In “A Pair of Silk Stockings,” what is the author’s value judgment of the following? (circle one) 

 

Mrs. Sommers’ decision to make her purchases? 

a. Condemns the purchases 

b. Thinks the purchases are good 

c. Neither condones nor condemns the purchases? 

 

Mrs. Sommers’ thoughts and daydreams? 

a. Her daydreams are a good thing 

b. Her daydreams are harmful 

c. Her daydreams are neither especially good, nor bad 

 

The quality of Mrs. Sommers’ family life (being a mother)? 

a. Mrs. Sommers has a good family/family life 

b. Mrs. Sommers has a bad family life 

c. Mrs. Sommers’ family life is neither good, nor bad 

 

The quality of Mrs. Sommers’ marriage? 

a. Mrs. Sommers has a good, fulfilling marriage 

b. Mrs. Sommers has a bad, unfulfilling marriage 

c. Mrs. Sommers’ marriage is neither especially good, nor especially bad 

 

6. What is the experiment? (“The experiment is to test….”)  

 

 

7. What are the results of the experiment? (“The experiment shows …….”) 

 

 

8. Is it a valid experiment? Why or why not? (Do you believe the situation, psychological pressures, etc. are 

believable and reasonable? How about Mrs. Sommers’ actions given the situation?) 


